Future perfect simple

Exercise 3. Correct mistakes.

In two years' time we will have reconstruct our house.
In two years' time we ....................................................................... our house.

Will have your father returned by Sunday?
........................................................................................................ by Sunday?

My friend will taken up a new job before summer.
My friend ......................................................................................... a new job before summer.

Will you prepared everything for me when I arrive?
................................................................................................. everything for me when I arrive?

Will you have gone to bed until midnight?
........................................................................................................ to bed ......................... ?

By the end of next week Sharon has come back from Greece.
By the end of next week Sharon ....................................................... from Greece.

We will have tidy up the rooms before our guests appear.
We ................................................................. the rooms before our guests appear.

Next month we will be married for five years.
Next month ............................................................. married for five years.

The translation will be ready when you need it. Greg is going to do it by then.
The translation will be ready when you need it. Greg .................................................. it by then.

At the end of this exercise I will correct ten mistakes.
At the end of this exercise I ......................................................... ten mistakes.
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